Clayey rocks are frequently chosen as a geological barrier material for underground repositories. The inherent anisotropic mechanical behavior and the evolution of mechanical behavior with water content are two crucial material properties for the safety analysis of these structures. The present paper focuses on numerical modeling of the inherent anisotropy and the effect of water content, as well as the interactions of these properties in partially saturated clayey rocks with preferably oriented bedding planes. A discrete thermodynamic approach is adopted for describing the inherent anisotropic mechanical behavior, and the anisotropy of the elastic parameters, plastic evolution and damage evolution are considered. Capillary pressure is introduced to describe the effect of the water content with the help of the effective stress concept, and a procedure for the identification of the model parameters is presented. Finally, the proposed model is applied to a study of triaxial compression tests of argillite with different orientations of the bedding planes and variable water content. In summary, the main features of the studied material are well reproduced by the model.
Introduction
Due to favorable geological properties characterized by the absence of major fractures, very low permeability and high mechanical strength, clayey rock is frequently chosen as a possible geological barrier material, such as that used for the capping rock in deep geological storage of CO 2 and underground repositories for nuclear waste. In the context of underground storage of nuclear waste, the initially saturated argillites will be submitted to various coupled perturbations, such as mechanical loading due to excavation, water and gas flow, de-saturation and re-saturation. Due to the presence of clay elements such as smectite, the mechanical behavior of argillites is very sensitive to the saturation degree. A number of experimental investigations [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] have been performed on various clayey rocks in partially saturated conditions. Certain constitutive models have been proposed using the concept of effective stresses on the partially saturated field. Recently, certain alternative approaches [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] have been presented for the modeling of partially saturated geomaterials.
Inherent anisotropy is another important property of clayey rocks. This class of rocks usually exhibits a selected preferable orientation of distinct bedding planes, which result in inherent anisotropic behavior on the macro-scale. A large body of research [10, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] has been conducted on inherently anisotropic rocks, including experimental characterization, theoretical studies and numerical modeling. Various topics have been covered, including micro-and macro-structural factors in anisotropy and the interactions between inherent and induced anisotropies. According to experimental investigations [10] , this anisotropic behavior becomes less and less pronounced as the water content degree increases.
However, to our knowledge, there is still no published constitutive model that can describe the two effects of capillary pressure and inherent anisotropy as well as their interaction in clayey rocks. The present work aims to model the behavior of inherently anisotropic clayey rocks under the effect of variable water content degree. The presented model applies the effective stress concept within the existing discrete approach. Section 2 summaries the previous experimental results on mechanical behavior of clayey rocks, including the saturation degree and the inherent anisotropy. Based on these experimental results, Section 3 proposes a discrete damage-plasticity model for inherently anisotropic clayey rocks with consideration of the effect of capillary pressure. Finally, the numerical algorithm, identification of model parameters and the numerical results are given in the last section.
Summary of experimental investigations
A comprehensive experimental program has been carried out on argillite (including Tournemire argillite and Meuse/HauteMarne argillite) at the Lille Laboratory of Mechanics, and the results have been reported by Niandou et al. [23] , Chiarelli et al. [4] and Zhang et al. [10] . A short summary of test data on argillite is given in this section, and these data will be used in Section 4 to validate the numerical predictions. The average volumetric fractions of various mineral phases of Tournemire argillite and Meuse/ Haute-Marne argillite are 15% and 27% for calcite, 19% and 23% for quartz, 44% and 45% for clay matrix, respectively. The representative porosity of Tournemire argillite and Meuse/Haute-Marne argillite are in the range of 8% and 11.8%, respectively.
Mechanical behavior of Tournemire argillite with natural water content
According to porosity and natural water content tests, the natural water content of Tournemire argillite is approximately 8%, and the initial saturation degree is nearly 95%. Hydrostatic compression tests have shown that there is a difference in strain between the parallel and perpendicular directions relative to the natural bedding plane; this difference indicates an initial anisotropy in the argillite. The effects of inherent anisotropy on elastic behavior and strength properties were analyzed based on a series of triaxial compression tests performed on samples with different orientations of the bedding planes. Fig. 1 presents the evolution of the axial Young's moduli and strength with respect to the orientation of the bedding planes. The axial Young's modulus is the lowest at h = 0°(i.e., when the bedding planes are normal to the loading direction, this value continuously increases with the orientation of the bedding planes). Fig. 1 shows that that the failure stress of the argillite depends on the orientation of the bedding planes, and there are two maximum values that occur at h = 0°and h = 90°. The minimum strength is found between h = 30°and h = 60°. This anisotropy of the strength is related to the failure mechanism. In general, the fracture angle strongly depends on the bedding plane orientation, and the failure occurs in two principal modes, extension and shearing. However, fractures can develop both in the argillite matrix and in the bedding planes.
Effect of water content on mechanical behavior of Meuse/HauteMarne argillite
To study the influence of water content on the mechanical behavior of Meuse/Haute-Marne argillite, micro-indentation and mini-compression tests were performed in the parallel and perpendicular directions on samples with respect to the bedding planes and under different levels of relative humidity. As the relative humidity decreases, both the elastic modulus and failure strength increased in both the parallel and perpendicular directions, and the plastic deformation became less and less pronounced (see Fig. 2 ). The capillary pressure due to de-saturation, which plays a role similar to the confining stress and therefore affects the mechanical behavior, can explain this observation. When comparing the mechanical behavior of argillite in the parallel and perpendicular directions, anisotropic behavior is observed in the elastic modulus and mechanical strength. This anisotropic behavior becomes less and less pronounced as the relative humidity increases, which means that the elastic modulus and mechanical strength of a sample with perpendicular bedding planes (h = 0°) is more sensitive to the saturation degree than that with parallel bedding planes (h = 90°).
Formulation of discrete plastic damage model for partially saturated material
Following the above experimental investigations, a general framework is set up for the modeling of plastic damage in partially saturated material. The discrete thermodynamic approach is adopted to describe the inherent anisotropy and induced anisotropic mechanical behavior. Capillary pressure is introduced to describe the influence of water content on the mechanical behavior, and hydric responses (variations of fluid pressures with mass change and skeleton deformation) are not considered in this work (see [28] ).
General framework
The general framework of the coupled plastic damage model in partially unsaturated conditions is first presented under the Mini compression test
Hr (%) Fig. 2 . Evolution of elastic modulus and peak stress as functions of relative humidity; comparisons between two bedding plane orientations (after [10] ).
assumption of small evolutions and isothermal conditions. We consider a representative volume element (RVE) of a porous medium subjected to macroscopic stresses R and partially saturated by a liquid phase (lq) and a gas mixture (gm). The gas mixture is a perfect mixture of dry air (da) and vapor (vp). Let dR, dp lq and dp gm denote incremental variations of the stress, pressure of the liquid phase and pressure of the gas mixture, respectively, and d e denote 
The nonlinear poroelastic behavior is described using the model proposed by Coussy et al. [28] . This model is based on the thermodynamics of partially saturated porous media. Because only the isotherm condition is considered here, the constitutive equation is expressed as follows:
where the fourth-rank tensor Cðp cp ; xÞ represents the elastic stiffness of the damaged porous material under partially saturated conditions, it is thus a function of the damage variable x and capillary pressure p cp . The symmetric second-rank tensor a(p cp ) defines the anisotropic Biot coefficients of the partially saturated material, which are dependent on capillary pressure p cp . It is noted that the skeleton deformation has a strong effect on hydraulic behavior according to previous investigations [29] [30] [31] . However, for simplicity, we only consider influence of capillary pressure on mechanical behavior of partially saturated material in this paper. Hydric responses (variations of fluid pressures with mass change and skeleton deformation) are not detailed here (see [29] [30] [31] ).
Denoting p x as the pressure of phase x (x = lq, vp, da), the gas mixture pressure rate _ p gm and the capillary pressure rate _ p cp are, respectively, defined as follows:
Previous investigations [29, 30, 32, 33] show than the relationship between capillary pressure and saturation degree in most porous media is hysteretic. However, for simplicity, this hysteretic relationship is not considered and the Kelvin's law is adopted in the present work:
where H r is the relative humidity and q lq the volume mass of liquid.
M ol
vp ; R and T are the molar mass of vapor, the universal gas constant and the absolute temperature, respectively.
Discrete formulation for plastic damage modeling
As shown above, the plastic damage model of partially saturated materials should be based on a proper description of the dry materials. The material damage generates an induced anisotropy due to preferential orientation of microcracks. In the present work, we adopt the discrete thermodynamic approach proposed by Zhu et al. [34] . The advantage of this approach lies in the combination of micromechanical considerations for the description of physical mechanisms at the mesoscale and the phenomenological formulations used to keep the mathematical formulation as simple as possible. It is assumed that the porous material is weakened by a distribution of microcracks, defeats and weakness planes (for convenience, the term 'microcrack' will be used herein to designate all types of defeats). In terms of the consequences of microcracks on macroscopic behaviors, the random microcracks can be equivalently represented by m families of parallel penny-shaped microcracks. Each family is characterized by its normal unit vector, n. The presence of microcracks induces local displacement discontinuities and additional macroscopic strains. Thus, the macroscopic strains are inherently related to local frictional sliding along the microcracks. This frictional sliding generates not only shear strain, represented by the vector c, but also normal strain identified by the scalar variable b. Therefore, the overall plastic strain e p can be defined as the weighted sum of the local plastic strains related to all families of microcracks:
The local plastic strain of the rth family is denoted by e p;r , and q r is the weighting coefficient. In the following, for the sake of simplicity, the statement r = 1 . . . , m will be omitted unless specifically mentioned; thus, the variable r will implicitly refer to the crack families ranging from 1 to m. The objective here is to determine the plastic strains and damage state for each family of microcracks. It is assumed that the local evolution of plastic strain and damage is controlled by local stresses, which are different among the families of microcracks. Therefore, even if the damage state of each family is represented by a scalar variable, the overall damage evolution is clearly anisotropic due to the non-uniform distribution of microcrack density in each family. The local stresses applied to each family of microcracks can be obtained by a general projection technique. More specifically, for the rth family of microcracks, the local stress state is characterized by the normal stress r r n and shear stress r r t , which are defined by the following:
The fourth-order operators N r and T r are both functions of the unit normal vector n r , and are, respectively, given by the following expressions:
In a similar way, the overall locked plastic energy can also be expressed in a discrete form:
The discrete thermodynamic forces associated with the plastic hardening variable c r p and damage variable x(n r ) are also defined for each family of microcracks, respectively, as follows:
In the framework of irreversible thermodynamics, the formulation of the discrete model must be capable of determining the local plastic yield function, the plastic flow rule and the damage evolution law. Different forms of these functions have been proposed in previous work [34, 35] .
Characterization of inherent anisotropy
By adopting the Voigt notation, the constitutive relation for the general linear elasticity can be expressed in the 123 coordinate system (loading coordinate system): 
where S ij (i, j = 1, 2, 3) is the compliance tensor of a 6 Â 6 matrix. The compliance matrix can be described explicitly by describing the physical meaning of each element as a function of the elastic moduli, Poisson ratios, shear moduli and other technical constants of the material.
For the studied rock, this description shows an inherent transverse isotropy due to the presence of a set of bedding planes. By treating the studied rock as an orthotropic elastic material, another coordinate system, xyz (also named as a material coordinate system) is set up, and the angle between the material coordinate system and loading coordinate system is defined as h (see Fig. 3 ). The compliance matrix in the material coordinate system can be given by the following: where E x , E y and E z are the elastic moduli in the x, y and z directions; G xy , G yz and G zx are the shear moduli in the xy, yz and zx planes; and m xy , m yz and m zx are the Poisson ratios, respectively. Furthermore, assuming that the plane yz is isotropic, the studied rock is transversely isotropic and that the following relations can be obtained:
Using rotational transformation, the compliance tensor S ij in the loading coordinate system can be written as follows:
Therefore, by inserting the matrix of Eq. (16) into Eq. (15), it is possible to express the elastic constants (i.e., the elastic modulus or Poisson's ratio) of an inherently anisotropic material with a set of bedding planes in the loading coordinate system. After transferring the two-order compliance tensor S ij into a four-order compliance tensor S, the initial elastic modulus tensor of the partially saturated materials without induced damage can be written as follows:
Based on micromechanical analyses on anisotropic poroelastic materials [36] [37] [38] , the Biot coefficients can be deduced from the elastic modulus tensor as follows:
where K s is the bulk modulus of the solid skeleton.
Plastic modeling for inherently anisotropic materials under partially saturated conditions
In partially saturated materials, the microcracks and pores are partially saturated with fluid and subjected to capillary pressure variation. The local plastic deformation and damage evolution are influenced by the variation of capillary pressure. Therefore, the local plastic yield criterion and potential and the damage criterion for dry materials should be considered in the effect of capillary pressure. More precisely, the plastic formulation and damage criterion are functions of not only the local shear and normal stresses r r n and r r t but also of the capillary pressure. Therefore, they should be used as independent variables in the formulation of the plastic yield function and potential. In practice, two different types of approaches can be identified for description of the capillary pressure effect on plastic deformation of rocks. The first is based on the extension of Biot's theory for saturated porous media to unsaturated media and consists of finding an equivalent interstitial pressure for the multiphase media as a function of the pore pressure and saturation degree of each phase. Using this equivalent interstitial pressure, it is possible to define effective stress tensors for poroelastic and poroplastic modeling. However, from the theoretical and experimental point of view, the validation of this concept is not fully proven in the theoretical and experimental frameworks, in particular for partially saturated porous media. Only partial validation from homogenization techniques can be found in [39, 40] . In the second approach, the concept of net stress defined by R 0 = R + ap gm is introduced into the plastic constitutive equations of the unsaturated materials [11] . The capillary pressure is used as a complementary force variable, and plastic functions explicitly depend on the capillary pressure. This concept has been verified by a large body of test data taken from partially saturated soils and rocks [41] . This more physically based method is adopted in the present work for the description of the plastic deformation. It is assumed that the capillary pressure affects the normal stress, and we introduce the following effective normal stress r r n for each family of microcracks:
Based on previous work on the modeling of completely saturated material [42] , a Coulomb-type plastic yield function is adopted here for frictional sliding along each family of partially saturated microcracks using the effective normal stress: [15, 29, 30, 32, 33] have been carried out to study the effect of capillary pressure on plastic behavior. The specific form of the relationship between the plastic hardening and the capillary pressure must be determined from experimental data, for example, from suction-controlled triaxial compression tests. Unfortunately, for the argillite studied here, only a small number of such data are available. A linear term ð1 þ a 1 p cp p 0 Þ proposed by Shao et al. [15] is adopted to describe the effect of capillary pressure on plastic behavior.
where the parameter a 1 is introduced to describe the effect of capillary pressure on plastic hardening, and p 0 = 1 MPa is a unit pressure. The parameter a 2 controls the evolution rate of plastic hardening with a generalized plastic shear strain. When the capillary pressure is equal to zero and the argillite is completely saturated, the plastic yield function recovers to its general form [43] .
According to previous investigations [35] , the frictional sliding exhibits a softening behavior due to progressive destruction of the microcrack asperities. Therefore, the function R r p is introduced to describe the softening behavior and is a function of the generalized plastic shear strain:
Two parameters, H 1 and a 3 , determine the evolution kinetics of R r p . Note that the two parameters c r and m r are dependent on the direction of the microcrack family and are affected by the orientation of bedding planes, such that they must be defined in terms of a spatial distribution function. Invoking previous investigations [24, 25, 27] , the following distribution functions are adopted: 
As mentioned above, the frictional sliding generates normal opening or closure of microcracks, which is the origin of macroscopic volumetric dilatancy and compaction. In the case of the associated flow rule, the normal strain in the microcracks cannot be correctly described. Therefore, a non-associated plastic flow rule is generally required and is given in the following form:
where the parameter g defines the transition point from the compressibility zone (a r p < g) to the dilatancy zone (a r p > g).
The plastic flow rule and the loading-unloading condition are, respectively, described as follows:
The vector t r defines the direction of plastic shearing inside the microcrack plane. According to Eq. (5), the plastic strain increment can also be written as follows:
The plastic multiplier dk r p is determined from the plastic consistency condition _ f r p ¼ 0 for each family of microcracks. Unlike classic plastic models with a single yield surface, the consistency condition should be verified simultaneously for all families of microcracks. This means that the plastic flow is coupled among the different families of microcracks.
Invoking the incremental form of the constitutive relations in a stationary damage state, the following formula can be written:
Then, the plastic consistency condition can be written as follows:
We 
The determination of the plastic multipliers requires the solution of the following system of equations:
The tangent elastoplastic operator takes the following form: 
The derivatives of the yield function and plastic potential with respect to the overall strain are given by the following:
3.5. Characterization of damage evolution for partially saturated materials
The material damage is characterized by the distribution of microcracks in various orientations. According to the discrete thermodynamic approach used here, a scalar damage variable is defined for each family of microcracks that physically represents the extent of the microcracks. The evolution of damage is then associated with the growth of the microcracks. It is important to note that even if the damage state of each family of microcracks is defined by a scalar variable, the overall distribution of damage is not isotropic in nature. This observation is due to the fact the damage state is not uniform for all families of microcracks. Therefore, the scalar damage variable is also orientation-dependent. As a consequence, in addition to the inherent anisotropy, there is an induced anisotropy in material properties due to the oriented distribution of microcracks.
To determine the effective elastic stiffness of the initially anisotropic material, the customarily used assumption of ''microisotropy'' is adopted. It can be argued that the solid matrix of the rock is isotropic at the microscopic (pore and grain) level, and the macroscopic material anisotropy is of structural origin, mainly resulting from the oriented arrangement of fissures and bedding planes. Letting k 0 and l 0 be the initial bulk and shear moduli of the solid matrix, respectively, the induced damage mainly affects the shear modulus of the material according to mechanical analysis. Therefore, the following relations are adopted for the determination of the effective elastic properties of the induced damage material:
Based on previous work [34, 35] on the effective elastic stiffness tensor of the initially isotropic material, the initially anisotropic material can be described in the following form:
where C 0 is the initial elastic stiffness tensor of the undamaged material, which has been defined in Eq. (17), and x r is defined by The thermodynamic force conjugated with the discrete damage variable related to the rth family of microcracks is given by the following:
Further, the non-negative condition of intrinsic dissipation must be satisfied for the damage evolution and plastic flow in each family of microcracks:
If we neglect the interaction among different families of microcracks in terms of dissipation, the damage dissipation in each family occurs in an independent manner. Thus, the overall positive property of intrinsic dissipation can be written as follows:
In the framework of the thermodynamics of irreversible processes, the damage evolution in each family of microcracks is determined by the definition of a suitable criterion that is a scalar-valued function of the thermodynamic force defined above. However, with such a theoretical approach, it is generally difficult to identify the damage criterion from experimental data and to realize numerical implementation of the damage model. A more pragmatic approach is used here for the sake of simplicity and based on physical considerations. It is assumed that the damage is essentially generated by plastic shear sliding along the microcrack surfaces. Therefore, we consider that the local plastic shear strain is the driving force for the damage evolution in each family of microcracks. Inspired by various damage criteria in the literature (e.g., [44] for concrete), the following exponential function is proposed:
where a 4 is a parameter used to control the kinetics of damage evolution and is independent of the capillary pressure. However, the generalized plastic shear strain c r p is deduced from the plastic flow, which is a function of capillary pressure. Therefore, the damage evolution is also affected by the capillary pressure in partially saturated materials.
Calibration procedure of model parameters
The proposed model includes five independent elastic parameters (E x , E y , m xy , m yz and G xy ), the bulk modulus of the solid skeleton . In order to identify these parameters, the calibration procedure is carried out in two steps: (i) Under saturated condition, the capillary pressure in samples can be assumed identical to zero and thus has no effect on the mechanical behavior. Therefore, the saturated condition can be viewed as a referential state. The triaxial compressions tests with loading-unloading cycles on saturated samples are firstly used to calibrate the model parameters under saturated condition. (ii) The evolutions of certain parameters related to capillary pressure are consequently determined from triaxial compression tests on samples under different levels of relative humidity.
Calibration under saturated condition
Because the argillite sample can be viewed as transversely isotropic in its material coordinate system, its initial elastic compliance under saturated condition in the loading coordinate system can be characterized by five independent elastic parameters (E x , E y , m xy , m yz and G xy ) and a transformation angle h. The two Young's moduli E x and E y corresponding to two structural directions x and y (or z) are obtained from tests on saturated samples performed at h = 0°and h = 90°, respectively, by measuring the axial strain during the unloading path. Similarly, the Poisson ratio m xy is determined from tests at h = 0°(m xy = ÀDe y /De x ), while m yz is obtained from tests at h = 90°(m yz = ÀDe z /De y ). The shear modulus G xy can be obtained from any tests performed in an out-of-axis orientation.
By performing an unjacketed hydrostatic compression test in which the interstitial pressure increment is equal to the confining stress increment, it is possible to identify the bulk modulus of the solid skeleton K s .
The next issue is that of identification of the parameters of inherent anisotropic strength appearing in the plastic yield criterion (20) . The cohesion c and friction m parameters at saturated state can be defined from triaxial tests conducted on specimens with different inclinations of the bedding planes under saturated condition [45] . According to Eqs. (23) and (24) Ã Þ. In this work, the triaxial tests are conducted on specimens with two inclinations of bedding planes of h = 0°and h = 60°, which correspond to shear failure and sliding failure and are used to determine the directional distribution of c and m, respectively. For the specimens at h = 0°, the axial loading direction is perpendicular to the bedding planes, and the failure is due to the shear band in the argillite matrix; the fracture angle may be assumed as equal to 70°according to experimental observation [23] .
Following this assumption, the angle u Ã in Eqs. (44)- (47) [45] . Due to the complication of plastic yield and potential function, the parameters for describing plastic evolution (a 2 , a 3 , H 1 and g) and the parameters for damage evolution (a 4 ) are determined in two steps: a preliminarily value determined from the physical analysis and verification by fitting the experimental curves with the help of the trial-and-error procedure. The parameter a 2 characterizing the plastic hardening rate is determined by plotting a r p vs. the generalized plastic shear strain c r p from the nonlinear portion between the elastic limit and the peak stress obtained in the triaxial compression tests. By identifying the stress point where the volumetric strain rate is close to zero on the stress-strain curves, the parameter g can be obtained. Two parameters, a 3 and H 1 , which control the material softening, are identified from post peak stress-strain curves. During a triaxial compression test, selected loading-reloading cycles are performed at different stress levels (damage levels) and the effective modulus at each cycle can be measured from the stress-strain curves. By comparing the effective modulus and the initial one, the value of damage at each cycle can be determined and the damage-plastic shear strain curve can be plotted, the evolution kinetics of damage is thus known and a preliminary value of parameter a 4 is obtained. These values are fatherly verified by fitting the stress-strain curves of triaxial compression tests with cyclic loading on saturated samples.
Calibration under partially saturated condition
After the calibration of model parameters under saturated condition, the five independent elastic parameters (E x , E y , m xy , m yz and G xy ) and the parameters for describing the effect of capillary pressure on plastic hardening (a 1 ), which are related to capillary pressure, should be consequently determined from triaxial compression tests on samples under different levels of relative humidity.
Based on the previous experimental data from Meuse/HauteMarne argillite [10] , the Poisson ratios m xy and m yz change very little with the evolution of relative humidity, and their values at the studied relative humilities are assumed to be identical to that of the completely saturated state in this work. For the parameters E x , E y and G xy , we propose a linear relationship by fitting the experimental data at different relative humidity written as follows:
where X(p cp ) and X 0 represent E x , E y and G xy at a given capillary pressure and zero capillary pressure (completely saturated state), and p 0 = 1 MPa is a unit pressure. The parameter b X is introduced to describe the effect of the capillary pressure and can be determined by fitting the evolution of the elastic parameters at different relative humilities.
For the parameter a 1 , the trial-and-error procedure is adopted. We can firstly plot failure curves at different capillary pressure from triaxial compression tests with different levels of relative humidity, then the value of a 1 is preliminarily determined by fitting the relation between failure curves and capillary pressure. The value of a 1 is consequently verified by fitting the stress-strain curves of triaxial compression tests on samples with different levels of relative humidity.
Numerical simulations
In this section, the proposed model is first applied to describe the basic mechanical behavior of inherently anisotropic argillite with natural water content. After validation of the proposed model under the natural water content condition, the influence of water content on the mechanical behavior is also simulated for argillite samples with normal and parallel bedding planes.
For the simulation tests, a numerical implementation algorithm is developed for local integration of the discrete plastic damage model. Note that each test is assumed as performed on a representative elementary volume of material, which corresponds to a material point in structural analysis. However, the numerical modeling of stress and strain distributions in structures is not of concern in this paper. The local implementation (Gaussian point level) of the discrete plastic damage model is performed within the general framework of operator-split algorithms for nonlinear constitutive models. Inspired by the previous work in [34, 35] , the general outline of the integration algorithm for the kth loading step can be summarized as follows: 
Mechanical behavior of Tournemire argillite with natural water content
In this section, we consider triaxial compression tests performed on Tournemire argillite with natural water content. As mentioned above, at natural water content levels, the Tournemire argillite is nearly completely saturated; we thus assume that the capillary pressure is identical to zero. Therefore, the model parameters can be identified by the calibration procedure in Section 4.2. The typical values of the model parameters for Tournemire argillite with natural water content are given in Table 1 .
As mentioned above, the preliminary values of model parameters are estimated by physical analysis and the trial-and-error procedure is adopted for the verification the model parameters. Therefore, a triaxial compression test with cyclic loading under confining stress of 30 MPa on Tournemire argillite with normal bedding planes and natural water content is firstly simulated in order to verify the model parameters and numerical result is presented in Fig. 4 . It shows that the proposed model can describe the main mechanical mechanical behavior, such as nonlinear strain-stress curves, degradation of effective modulus, and accumulated plastic deformation. However, the hysteretic loops in the cyclic curves cannot be modeled in the present model and may be simulated by taking the unilateral effect of microcracks into account in the further work. Fig. 5 shows the numerical simulation of strength as a function of the bedding planes in the triaxial compression test with a confining stress of 5 MPa. We find that the predicted strength is in good agreement with the experimental data; the proposed model is able to describe the strength dependency in the orientation of bedding planes. Fig. 6a shows the deviatoric stress against the axial deformation of samples with normal bedding planes, h = 0°, tested at confining pressures ranging from 5 to 40 MPa. It is evident that the ultimate strength is significantly affected by the confining pressure. The strain-softening response, which is associated with strain localization for argillite and typically occurs in the range of low confining pressures, can also be well described. Fig. 6b shows the deviatoric stress plotted against the axial deformation of samples with bedding planes inclined at h = 45°. The axial strength is significantly lower compared to that corresponding to h = 0°in Fig. 6a . Again, the numerical results are consistent with the experimental evidence. Fig. 6c presents the same characteristics for samples at h = 90°, i.e., when the load is parallel to the direction of the bedding planes. General observations are similar in that the strength increases in relation to samples tested at h = 90°, while the dilatancy effects become even more pronounced.
Overall, in the case of confining stress of 40 MPa in Fig. 6a and c, the deviatoric peak stress is overestimated for h = 0°but underestimated for h = 90°. In addition, the experimental results show a lower deviatoric peak stress for h = 0°than the one for h = 90°, while the simulations show the opposite tendency. This disadvantage related to strength anisotropy may be attributed to the ignoring of the interactions between different families of microcracks. Near peak stress, the density of microcracks is increased at a great rate, this results in the augmentation of the interactions between different families of microcracks, which are ignored in the present model. The other homogenization methods, such as self-consistent scheme, may be used to consider the interactions between different families of microcracks in the further study.
Mechanical behavior of Meuse/Haute-Marne argillite with different water content
Next, we consider compression tests performed on Meuse/ Haute-Marne argillite with normal and parallel bedding planes under different levels of relative humidity.
As mentioned in Section 4.2, the experimental results of Meuse/ Haute-Marne argillite with zero capillary pressure (completely saturated state) are used as a referential state and to determine the model parameters, which are independent of the capillary pressure. For the parameter b X , which is introduced to describe the effect of the capillary pressure on the elastic parameters, is determined by fitting the evolution of the elastic parameters at different relative humilities according to experimental results [10] . Fig. 7 shows the fitting curves of elastic parameters-capillary pressure. The value of a 1 is determined by plotting the plastic yield surfaces and verified by the strain-stress curves from the compression tests at different relative humidities. Because of the low permeability of argillite, the unjacketed hydrostatic compression test is usually not practical. In this study, the modulus of the solid skeleton of argillite can be obtained as K s = 35460 MPa using a loading path consisting of successive two-step incremental loadings and the drained hydrostatic stress loading (Dr 1 = Dr 2 = Dr 3 = Dx) with constant pore pressure (Dp = 0) and the pore pressure loading (Dp = Dx) with constant hydrostatic stress (Dr 1 = Dr 2 = Dr 3 = 0). The typical values of model parameters for Meuse/Haute-Marne argillite are presented in Table 2 . After identification of these parameters, the triaxial compression tests are simulated with different relative humidities as well as different orientations of the bedding planes relative to the loading direction. The results of the numerical simulations are provided in Figs. 8-10 . Fig. 8 presents the numerical simulations of the triaxial compression tests with normal bedding planes under three levels of relative humidity and four confining stresses. The simulation results of stress-strain curves are consistent with the experimental data in Fig. 8a-d. Fig. 8e shows the simulation results of volumetric strain e v (e v = e 1 + 2 Â e 3 )-axial strain curves of triaxial compression tests with three levels of relative humidity and under confining stress of 20 MPa. The proposed model can predict the main phenomenon of volumetric strain evolution although there are some scatters between the simulation results and experimental data. In addition, the triaxial compression tests with cyclic loading under confining stress of 12 MPa on samples with relative humidity of 78% are also simulated and the simulation results are presented in Fig. 10 . Again, the simulation results are well consistent with the experimental data except for the volumetric strain-axial strain curves. This shortcoming in predicting of volumetric strain may be improved by choosing a more appropriate plastic yield function in the further work. Fig. 10 presents the numerical simulations of uniaxial compression tests with normal and parallel bedding planes under three levels of relative humidity. A qualitatively good agreement exists between the numerical simulations and experimental data. The proposed model is able to take into account the double effects of relative humility and structural anisotropy. However, there is some scatter between the experimental data and the numerical simulations under high relative humidity for samples with normal bedding planes. This scatter is more significant when the confining stress is lower, especially for the case of uniaxial compression. During the re-saturation process, swelling of bedding planes occurs and thus their deformability becomes more important under higher relative humidity. In the case of perpendicular loading, the axial stress is applied normal to the bedding planes. Therefore, for the case of uniaxial compression (or low confining stress), the axial strain must undergo progressive closure of bedding planes before the linear elastic deformation step during axial stress loading. However, this progressive closure of the bedding planes cannot be considered in our proposed model and consequently results in the observed scatter. However, it is expected that the scatter could be easily reduced by using an improved description of the unilateral effects of microcracks from more complete test data.
Conclusions
In this study, we have presented an anisotropic poroelasticplastic damage model for partially saturated clayey rocks. The inherent anisotropy due to the bedding planes can also be considered using the discrete thermodynamic approach. The concept of effective stress is adopted to describe the effect of water content on the mechanical behavior. The proposed model is applied to triaxial compression tests of natural Tournemire argillite with different orientations of bedding planes, triaxial compression tests of Meuse/Haute-Marne argillite with different orientation of bedding planes and different water contents. Good agreement has been obtained between the numerical and experimental results. In summary, the proposed model can satisfactorily describe the inherent anisotropic properties of the material and the effect of water content on the mechanical behavior as well as their interaction in this material.
